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Abstract (Revised)
Background: Hospitals began using the NHSN’s new LabID event
reporting module for BSI due to MRSA in January
2013. Comparison of LabID surveillance for MRSA BSI and
traditional surveillance methods based on the NHSN’s
Laboratory-Confirmed Bloodstream Infection (LCBI) protocol has
not previously been described.
Methods: We performed parallel surveillance using LabID and
traditional LCBI surveillance for MRSA BSI at 32 community
hospitals over a 6 month time period (1/2013-6/2013). Both
surveillance methods characterized MRSA BSI as healthcare
facility-onset (HO) or community-onset (CO) based upon the
relative dates of admission and positive blood cultures. We
divided cases categorized as CO by traditional surveillance as
community-onset, healthcare-associated (HCA) BSI or
community-acquired (CA) BSI by evaluating healthcare-exposure
risk factors.
Results: LabID identified 315 cases of MRSA BSI, while traditional
surveillance recognized 194 cases, both over 709,035 patientdays (pt-d). Therefore, LabID identified 62% more MRSA BSI; all
121 LabID cases not counted by LCBI surveillance were excluded
by LCBI as secondary BSI. LabID surveillance categorized 31
(10%) cases as HO and 284 (90%) cases as CO. In contrast,
traditional surveillance designated 28 (14%) cases as HO and 166
(86%) as CO; p=0.12. 21 (36%) of the 59 total HO cases were
discordant between the two methods; however, the overall rate
of MRSA HO BSI was similar between LabID and LCBI protocols
(4.37 vs. 3.95 per 100,000 pt-d; p=.70). A consequence of not
excluding secondary BSI, LabID reported a significantly higher
rate of CO BSI (40.1 vs. 23.4 per 100,000 pt-d; p<.01).
Conclusion: LabID event reporting requires less labor than
traditional surveillance and provides prompt characterization of
MRSA BSI as HO or CO. The rate of HO-BSI in our network was
similar for LabID and LCBI surveillance; however, over one-third
of HO cases were discordant between the two methods.
Furthermore, LabID reported significantly higher rates of CO and
total MRSA BSI than traditional surveillance. Comparisons
between LabID and traditional surveillance BSI rates are not
valid due to definition changes made by the LabID module.

Background
•

•

•

The traditional LCBI protocol for MRSA
BSI utilizes both clinical and laboratory
data to label BSI as healthcare facilityonset (HO) or community onset (CO).
Since January 2013, hospitals have had
the option of using the new LabID
module for MRSA BSI reporting. This
LabID protocol uses only laboratory data
to classify cases as HO or CO.
Comparison of LabID to traditional
surveillance has not previously been
performed.

Methods
•

Retrospective study of MRSA BSI cases

•

32 community hospitals

•

6 month surveillance period (1/1/136/30/13)

•

•

•

BSI cases were characterized by both
the traditional LCBI protocol and LabID
module as HO or CO; proportion of cases
designated HO or CO were compared by
a Pearson chi-square analysis.
Rates of HO and CO MRSA BSI identified
by each method per 100,000 patientdays were also compared.
Traditional surveillance further classified
CO cases as community-onset,
healthcare-associated (HCA) BSI or
community-acquired (CA) BSI by
evaluating healthcare-exposure risk
factors.

Results
Table 1. Comparison of rates of HO and CO MRSA BSI by LabID and traditional LCBI surveillance over 709,035 patient-days (pt-d).
Surveillance Method

HO Cases

Rate of HO
Cases /
100,000 pt-d

LabID MRSA BSI

31

4.37

Traditional MRSA LCBI

28

3.95

RR
(95% CI)

p-value

1.11 (.66-1.85)

.70

CO
Cases

Rate of CO
Cases /
100,000 pt-d

284

40.1

166

23.4

RR
(95% CI)

p-value

1.71 (1.41-2.07)

<.01

Table 2. Number of discordant cases of HO BSI and reason for discordance by surveillance method.

Reason for Discordant HO Cases
Surveillance Method

Discordant
HO Cases

LAD ID MRSA BSI
Traditional MRSA LCBI

12

4 Days vs. 3 Days
to define HOa
0

Admitted within 2 Days of
Prior Dischargeb
0

Secondary
BSIc
12

Signs or Symptoms
on Admissiond
0

9

4

5

0

0

aLonger

hospitalization is required by LabID to label BSI as HO (4 days for LabID vs. 3 days for LCBI).
bRecent hospital discharge does not lead to HO designation by LabID.
cLabID does not exclude secondary cases of secondary BSI.
dLabID does not consider presence of signs or symptoms of BSI on admission.

Figure 1. Number of HO and CO cases of MRSA BSI
given by LabID and traditional LCBI protocols.

Conclusion
•

LabID and traditional MRSA BSI surveillance reported
similar overall rates of HO cases; however, 36% of
HO cases were discordant between the two
methods.

•

The primary reason for discordance was the inability
of LabID to exclude secondary BSI, but other key
differences between LabID and LCBI surveillance
exist.

•

Counting secondary BSI causes LabID to report 71%
more CO cases and 62% more total MRSA BSI than
traditional LCBI surveillance.

•

Comparisons between LabID and traditional
surveillance BSI rates are not valid due to definition
changes made by the LabID module.
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*126 (76%) of he 166 cases identified as CO by
LCBI surveillance were HCA. The remaining 40
(24%) were CA.

